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Overview 
As a frequent visitor to Birmingham, working mainly in Corporation Street, I thought it prudent to 

find out the best establishments for an evening or lunchtime meal. Using SAP Lumira I have 

analysed data from the Ordnance Survey web site and blended this with data from the Food 

Standards Agency web site. The sources are shown below and are free to download. I concentrated 

my search solely on the city centre postcode regions. 

http://ratings.food.gov.uk/open-data/en-GB 

https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/opendatadownload/products.html 

 

 

http://ratings.food.gov.uk/open-data/en-GB
https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/opendatadownload/products.html
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Preparing the data 
The Ordnance Survey data set is very large at over 900,000 rows and contains every road name and 

its associated town in the UK. 

 

The Food Standards Agency data set is separated into files based on towns. It shows the name of 

every establishment, its business type and rating value. This is shown as a number between 1 and 5. 
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Merging the data 
There was a requirement to create a small data set with a single row dedicated to the city name. 

This method enabled me to have a unique reference on one side of the join and allowed all three 

data sets to be merged together. 
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Enhancing the data 
In order to analyse each city centre postcode district separately, I created a calculated dimension 

object to extract the first two characters of the postcode. 
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Visualising the data 
Initially, I wanted to know how many establishments were in each city centre postcode district. 
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Then, by adding the Rating Value to create a stacked column chart, I could analyse the split 

between establishments rated between 1 and 5. As you can see from the chart below, the B2 

district has less businesses overall, but a better proportion of ‘5’ rated establishments. The B7 

district looks like it has the best proportion of ‘5’ ratings overall. 

 

I also wanted to know what the percentage of total was for each rating value in each postcode 

district. I was looking for a high number of ‘5’ rated establishments, with a high percentage of 

total. By filtering the chart for the ‘B1’ district you can see there are 833 business rated ‘5’ and 

they occupy 50% of all establishments. 
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It appeared obvious that the ‘B7’ district held the highest proportion of ‘5’ rated establishments 

compared with the other districts. A journey to North East Birmingham was required. 

 

 

Now I knew where I was going, I needed to decide what to eat. From this stacked bar chart, I 

measured the total rating values by type of establishment, concentrating on pubs, restaurants and 

takeaways. 
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I decided on a take-away sandwich and by using the Tag Cloud chart, I was able to see how many 

establishments there were in any postcode district and also it’s rating value. There are more 

Subway restaurants in ‘B1’, this is shown by the size of the word and, importantly, they all have a 

‘5’ rating, which is shown by the colour of the word. 

 

‘B2’ has more Kentucky Fried Chicken restaurants than Subway restaurants. 
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But eating a Subway sandwich in the ‘B4’ district is not totally recommended, as there are multiple 

establishments, but they only score ‘3’ on the rating value. 

 

I still opted for a Subway, so I decided to head off to the ‘B7’ postcode district which had the 

highest proportion of ‘5’ rated establishments. However, on looking at the data, there are no 

Subway restaurants in the ‘B7’ district. 

 

Conclusion 
Finding useful free open source data on the web and merging it with your company data may 

enhance your business performance. 


